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When the container ship ZimKingston
encountered heavyweather off

Victoria onOctober 21, itsmaster apparently
opted to remain at sea rather than proceed to
its approved anchorage in Juan de Fuca Strait.
That decision began a chain of events, some
fortuitous and others, disastrous.

In gale forcewinds and 20-foot seas,
containers piled on deck began toppling into
the ocean. One ormore containers filledwith
a toxic chemical, potassium amyl xanthate,
caught fire. This type of chemical fire is
highly resistant to being put outwithwater,

Lessons from the Zim Kingston Spill
meaning the rest of the cargo and the ship
itself were at risk.

On the fortuitous side of events, there
happened to be a very capable utility vessel
nearby that agreed to assist by pouring
water onto the ship to prevent it from
cracking up in the fire. Hadmatters been
left to Canada’s own response capacity, the
resultmight have been quite different: the
firefighting power that was brought to bear
on this calamitywas orders ofmagnitude
greater than anythingwe could have
mustered.

On the disastrous side, 109 containers went
overboard; and two of those contain
potassium amyl xanthate. It dissolves in
water to form a caustic liquid capable of
severely burning the skin and so is likely
extremely toxic tomarine life.What it will
do—or is doing—in themarine environment
is unclear: its environmental fate is
unknown. LivingOceans is concerned that a
container ismost likely to be broken open in
near-shorewaters where it could damage
sensitive juvenile life-stages ofmany kinds
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Sign up for our
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Farmed salmon eco-
certifications don’t stack up
Confused by those “sustainability” eco-

labels on farmed salmon? LivingOceans

has done the homework for you.

Allmajor supermarkets use at least one of

the following certifications: Aquaculture

Stewardship Council (ASC), Best

Aquaculture Practices (BAP), andGlobal

G.A.P (GGN).

Aquaculture eco-certification and their

associated labelsmake open net-pen farmed

salmon appear sustainable. In actuality,

these certifications are failing to protect

wild salmon fromdisease and sea lice due to
their loopholes andmany “business as usual”
criteria for farms. Shoppers should avoid open
net-pen farmed salmon- certified or not.

Read the farmed salmon certification
briefing at:

seachoice.org/beyond-open-net-pen-
aquaculture

Andwhile you’re there, you can read our
other BeyondOpenNet PenAquaculture
briefings, including information on both
east andwest coast salmon farming.

https://www.seachoice.org/beyond-open-net-pen-aquaculture/
https://www.seachoice.org/beyond-open-net-pen-aquaculture/
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Beaches on the west coast of
Vancouver Island remain closed
while operators are using
helicopters to lift out debris and
containers. The public should be
aware that very high mid-day
tides make beach hiking
extremely dangerous in winter -
access to trailheads can be cut off
very quickly. In addition, there
have been successive, violent
storms passing through the area
with seas of 3 - 4 metres. Storm
surge from waves of this height
make the Island’s rocky points
impassable.

...continued frompage 1

ofmarine life, as well as posing a hazard to
people.

Several of the containers have already
broken open and their contents are strewn
across beaches at SeaOtter Cove, Palmerston
andRaft Cove—beaches that we’ve cleaned
every year for nearly a decade.

Most of the debris is, not surprisingly,
plastic. It’s exactly the sort of thingwe don’t
want in the ocean: small, brightly coloured
plastics that will bemistaken for high-value
food by seabirds; foampackingmaterials
that will break down into fragments so small
we can never recover them, and so small that
they are available to a host ofmarine
creatures tomistake for food. Plastic bags
that will block the intestines ofwhales and
turtles. Getting it off the beach before it
refloats onwinter tides is urgent.

And that’s where the disaster compounds:
urgencymeets protocol and loses.

When a spill happens, whether it’s
containers or oil,maritime law dictates that
the ship’s owner is responsible for cleanup.
The ship carries insurance for this and its
liability is limited to the amount of
insurance carried. The government’s role is
in a sense supervisory: it establishes an
Incident Command that attempts to co-
ordinate all the government agencies,
consultants and owners’ agents as they
determine the extent of the damage, settle
on a cleanup plan and put it into action.
They establish the ‘end-points’ of the
cleanup—whatwill be considered a
completed cleanup.

LivingOceans and colleague organization in
the BCMarineDebrisWorkingGroup
contacted Coast Guard and the company
immediately after the spill, offering to
spearhead the cleanup effort.We know that
coast intimately, having cleaned it a dozen
times already;more importantly, we
understand the logistics and training
involved in deploying people safely to these
remote and hazardous areas.Wehave
longstanding relationshipswith the local
service providers whose expertise ensures a
safe and efficient cleanup.

Aweekwent by, while the ship owners’
agents figured outwhere a cleanupwas
needed and how it should unfold. OnFriday,
October 26 at 7:30 at night, I took a call
from the agent. “Okay, you can send in your
volunteers now,” he said.When I askedwhat
the planwas, he didn’t seem to knowwhat I
meant. He toldme they’d set up supersacks

Patchy communications aboutwherewe
were towork and howwewould get there
meant that everyonewho responded did so
on faith, believing that therewas a plan for
integrating us into thework force. There
was not.

We arranged our own travel,
accommodations and food, as therewas no
provisionmade for any of this. The drive
from the nearest town, PortHardy, out to
the beaches takes at least 2.5 hours, followed
by a hike of 20-60minutes, depending on
the beach. This is not a day job; it was
necessary to have local accommodation.
Fortunately, we knewwhom to contact and
quickly filled the available spaces.

Word finally arrived late on Friday that we
were all to report to Raft Cove. Two of our
colleagues had already visited that beach
and reported that it had nomore than 4
supersacks’ worth of debris—hardly enough
to employ thewhole team for a day! In fact,
we later learned that the beach had been
badly impacted, but the extremely high
tides had alreadywashed that debris back
out to sea. Itmost likely ended up on beaches
further north.Wewere unable to go to those
beaches because the on-site operations
manager could not spare the helicopter time
from either of the twomachines he had
flying in the area, to lift crewmembers to
the places that actually needed cleaning.

....continued on page 6

on the beach—as if that were somehow an
answer to all the looming questions. Travel
costs, accommodation, food, training,
equipment, supervision and direction?
Apparently, he believed that a non-profit
groupwas just going tomaterialize a labour
force, for free.

Earlier that day, I’d spokenwithQuatsino
Chief TomNelson, an old friend from the
days of the provincial SalmonAquaculture
Review. ChiefNelson’s territory is the one
impacted and he had not yet been consulted
on a cleanup plan.Hemade it abundantly
clear that if anyonewas going to be hired to
clean up his territory, it would be his
members. I told the agent to gomake an
arrangementwithQuatsino and get back to
me once he knewhowmuch additional
labourwould be required—and to expect to
pay for it.

LivingOceans and several other
organizations remained on standby to assist
for anotherweek before the ship owner’s
agents finally came to an agreementwith
us.

In themeantime, did a little sleuthingwith
local contacts. The extent of the spill then
publicly acknowledgedwas only the tip of
the iceberg. A pilot reported therewas
debris fromCape Sutil to Cape Scott along
Vancouver Island’s north coast; and our
colleagues at Epic Exeo confirmed that
beaches on thewest coast at least as far
south asHecht Beachwere covered in new
debris. The variety of cargowashing ashore
suggests that containers continue to break
up as each new storm front rolls in to batter
the coast. But the public informationwas
slow to confirm that theywere opening up
new cleanup areas, or to acknowledgewhat
we all knew to be the case: they neededmore
help.

That call finally came onNovember 3,
asking us tomuster 10-15 people in Port
Hardy forworkNovember 6-7. Only
experienced individuals with First Aid,
helicopter longlining and radio
communications experiencewere to attend.

Photo: Epic Exio at Hecht Beach
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Salmon Farming on Trial

Formore than aweek inOctober, Living
Oceanswas in court to protect wild

salmon from salmon farms. Represented
by lawyers fromEcojustice, we intervened
with colleague organizations to try to
keep the focus on the salmon, because the
lawsuit was crafted to keep the focus on
the salmon farming companies.

Trying to summarize the thousands of
pages of evidence and argument in a
cogentway is pretty overwhelming, so
we’ll just hit the highlights.

The industry’s arguments included the
idea that theMinister didn’t really have
jurisdiction to shut down awhole region’s
farms theway she did; and that the
process usedwas unfair to the companies.
They submitted piles of evidence of the
Department of Fisheries andOceans
(DFO) leading them to believe that all was
well and that their licences would be
renewed as amatter of routine.

We say that the jurisdication argument
was spurious; of course theMinister has
jurisdiction to shut down any fishery,
including fish farms; and she can do it for
any reason relating to conservation, social
or economic concerns. But that second
argument—that the companies had a
legitimate expectation that their licences
would be renewed—has some basis in fact.
TheDepartment, as opposed to the

Minister, was certainly sending signals that
all waswell. In fact, it was sending those
signals in direct opposition to the stated
government policy, that open netpen salmon
farmswill be removed fromBCwaters by
2025.

Most ofDFO’s aquaculture science has been
co-funded by industry for decades. That
means the industry gets to help shape the
choice of research, participate in its conduct
and, as co-authors, have control over
publication. Not surprisingly, the research
agendawas nearly devoid ofwork devoted to
the impacts of netpens onwild salmon, until
the deadline prescribed by the Cohen
Commission (September, 2020) for closing
Discovery Islands salmon farmswas
looming.

As the CohenCommission considered only
the fate of sockeye salmon,DFO set about
trying to prove that sockeyewere unlikely to
suffer enough damage from salmon farms to
affect their population status. This effort
culminated in their publication of themuch-
touted “risk assessments” that advised the
Minister that all waswell withDiscovery
Islands salmon farms. Except it wasn’t all
well; and any close reading of the risk
assessments themselves discloses enormous
gaps in the scientific understanding of the
way pathogens are transmitted from farmed
towild fish andwhat damage they do. The

...continued on page 5

Help Craft her Marching
Orders!

Vancouver-Quadra MP Joyce
Murray is our new Fisheries
Minister. Any day now, the Prime
Minister will be signing her
mandate letter, giving her
instructions for herministry.

Write the PM today to tell him,
“Salmon farmsout ofBCwaters by
2025” was the promise and we
want to see it inwriting!

https : //www.safesalmon.ca/
keepyourpromise

assessments’ conclusions themselves are
riddledwith observations of uncertainty,
because there has been no effort devoted
to finding out the truth of disease
introduction and transmission.

Nevertheless, DFOpublished on its
website a glowing tribute to this region’s
salmon farming industry andmaintained
its advice to theMinister—even in the face
of subsequent science that shows the
opposite—that the industry posed ‘no
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Global Salmon Farm Resistance

TheGSFR took its first joint action
in advance of the Canadian federal
election, with 32 organizations from
around theworld (representing
thousands of activists working to
stop open netpen salmon farms)
urging Canadian party leaders to
protect wild salmon.

On both the east andwest coasts,
salmon farms threaten endangered
wild salmon and therefore, the very
essence of indigenous cultures. In
other parts of theworld, itmay be
other species placed at risk; human
and indigenous rights violations; or
the food insecurity and economic
displacement that occurs when
factory farms take over the common
ocean resource.

Around theworld, people are
sharing their stories, their science
and the photographic evidence of
the harm this industry causes.We
willmove salmon farming into the
21st century: out of the ocean!

more thanminimal risk’ towild salmon.
Theywent so far as to accept payment in
advance for the licence renewals, before
theMinister had issued her decision. A
skeptical view of their actionswould
suggest that theDepartmentwas helping
the industry to build a case for continuing
to pollute theDiscovery Islands.

ThenMinister Bernadette Jordan quite
properly took the view that consultation
with the region’s First Nationswas
required before a decision asmomentous
as renewing salmon farm licences was
taken. The decisionwasmomentous not
only because it would represent a response
to Justice Cohen’s recommendation that
the farms be closed, but also because it was
commonknowledge that theseNations
protested the arrival of farms in their
territories from the outset of industrial-
scale farming.

LivingOceanswas pleased to be able to
assist theNationswith their consultation
efforts by providing succinct reviews of
the relevant science, working in
collaborationwith colleagues atDavid
Suzuki Foundation andWatershedWatch
Salmon Society. In the result, theNations
expressed the firmview that the impact of
sea lice and pathogens on their local
fisheries resources, as well as on the
migrating Fraser River salmon, had not
been properly assessed and that certain
newly discovered pathogen transmission
patterns posed a new and serious threat to
their rights to fish.

As a result of all of the submissions she
heard—fromDepartment officials, the
Nations and directly fromLivingOceans

and colleagues—theMinister decided to
close all 18 farms in theDiscovery Islands
by June, 2022, citing a lack of social
acceptability. This, we argued, is very
clearlywritten in to the Fisheries Act as a
consideration she shouldmake in deciding
on licensing.

Froma practical standpoint,Minister
Jordan’s decisionmay have saved one of
the four-year cycles of Fraser River
salmon. It happened thatmost of the
Discovery Islands farmswere fallow in
December of 2020when shemade her
decision; and those that were still stocked
were nearing or undertaking harvest. By
the time juvenile Fraser sockeyemade
their way through the region, therewere
no farms in operation. The result was
dramatically captured byAlexMorton’s
team, the only team to sample sockeye in
theDiscovery Islands in both 2020 and
2021: removing salmon farmsworks!

The case is now in the hands of Federal
Court JusticeHeneghan, who has reserved
her decision.We do not expect a decision
for somemonths; but it will likely issue
before the current licences expire in June,
2022.

Whatever the decision, we sincerely hope
that our newFisheriesMinister Joyce
Murraywill act quickly to ensure that the
farms remainwithout fish until she has
had the opportunity to review the decision
and determinewhether or not it provides
guidance for the transition of this industry
out of BCwaters. Becausewe have a long
way to go yet: these farms represent less
than one-quarter of the industry.

...continued from page 4
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Part of the crew cleanedHecht Beach
instead—an area that was not yet on the
agenda for cleanup but onewell-known to
us froma decade of summer cleaning.
LivingOceans’ crewwent to Palmerston,
wherewewere asked to pick up the ‘small
stuff’: endless crumbs of foampacking and
other plastics caught up in thewrack at the
tide line. It was an impossible job: wewere
confined to a relatively small part of the
beach at the trailhead by extremely high
mid-day tides, so that only a couple of hours
in themorningwere actually safe for
scouring the full extent of the beach.

As far as we could hike, the tide linewas
dappledwhitewith fresh foam crumbs. Two
weeks’ delay in getting spilledmaterial off
the beaches had ensured that packaging had
broken up, creating a trail of pollution that
simply cannot be remediated.Worse, the
tiny particles of expanded polystyrenewill
end up being eaten by the fish, seabirds,
whales and othermarinemammals that call
this region home.

The disaster continues to unfold and the
finger-pointing is well underway.We
understand better thanmost that having
hoardes of untrained and unmanaged
people descend on a cleanup operation does
more harm than good; from the outset, we

required.Management of the response is
the ship owner’s responsibility, but the
process would be greatly improved by a
requirement to include local expertise in
shoreline cleanup in Incident Command.

There aremanymore questions to be
answered in thewake of this disaster.Why
is a chemical as toxic and reactive as
potassium amyl xanthate being shipped by
container on an open deck?Was the cargo
appropriately stowed?Are safety
precautions in ports around theworld being
observed in themad rush tomove COVID-
delayed cargo?Whydid the ship notmove
into the relative safety of the anchorage?
Whatwould have happened if those utility
vessels had not happened to be in port that
day, had not come to the assistance of the
ship?

I recall when the government first
announced its Ocean Protection Plan and
World Class Spill Response ambitions,my
comment at the timewas, ‘you don’t go
from zero toworld class at the stroke of a
pen’.We’re still not there andmany of the
same issues that prompted theOPP’s
development have not been addressed.
Canada is not prepared.

...continued frompage 3

worked to keep people away from the
beaches for their own safety as well as for the
sake of the people trying to plan the logistics
of a very challenging cleanup.We did that
even thoughwe knew that rapid response is
essential; and it was heartbreaking to have to
turn down offers of help.

But none of this needed to happen this way.
“Be Prepared,” we tell our youngGuides and
Scouts…fortunately, we also tell them to “do
what I say, notwhat I do”. Because Canada
has no preparedness plan for this or any
other kind of spill that would enable the
rapid deployment of a largework force—
especially not to these remote and hazardous
areas. People naturallywant to help: they’re
somewhere between dismayed and
disgusted and demanding action. It should
not fall, as it has, to non-profit groups to be
holding themat baywhile the process
unfolds.

There should be protocol agreements in
placewith all of the coastal First Nations and
other communities; and channels to
communicate spill response information
that are regularly drilled and updated.
Among the first orders of business ought to
have been the intake, training, equipping
and deployment of human resources, scaled
to the size and urgency of the response

Photo credit: Alex Lackner
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Clear the Coast 2021
It’s aminormiracle that we recovered

nearly 5 tonnes of debris this year from
west coast beaches. It’s not that we haven’t
done the samemany times before, but that
we never had to overcome somany
breakdowns and plan changes to get the job
done!

When you own a 65-year-old sailboat, you
expect the odd thing to gowrong. You don’t
expect everything to gowrong, including
the things that wentwrong recently but got
replaced.Weweren’t a day out on our
journey to theNorth Island before really
important parts beganmalfunctioning.
Fortunately, this coast’s towns and villages
are home to some really greatmechanics
and I thinkwemay know themall by now.
Thanks to all of youwho helped us on our
way!

Sadly, as we encountered delay after delay,
many of our volunteers had to drop out of
the project this year as their timewasn’t
that flexible.Wehope to see themnext
year.

On themore positive side, ourmost
experienced volunteers did us proud,
organizing their own cleanup onHecht
Beach. Thanks to Eric, Terry andHeidi
Grantner, Bruce Joiner, Brenda Stewart,
Eric Sundby andLee Sichello for

understanding about old boats and finding a
way to contribute anyway!

LivingOceans’ stalwart volunteer Jodie
Bergeron andnewcomer Janet Lawsonmet
uswhenwe eventually arrived at PortHardy
for the trip around the tip of the Island to
SeaOtter Cove. Janet’smany boat skills
saved uswhen the little outboardwe’d
packed along for the dinghy simply refused
to run formore than a couple ofminutes at a
time—she’s a champion rower, in addition
to being a killer euchre partner.

But all this time, another volunteerwhowas
new to us, David Jensen, had been out on
Lowrie Bay expecting us to arrive at any
moment.He certainly put the time to good
use, clearing all of Lowrie—a distance of over
2.5 km—byhimself. As the debris had been
tossedwell into the salal bywinter storms,
this was nomean feat! By the timewe
arrived, all of that debris was neatly piled,
waiting for us to bag it and tie it up for heli-
lifting.

Wewent on to clear SeaOtter itself (where
we observed European green crab, an
invasive species that have decimated the eel
grass and quite possibly theDungeness crab,
too) and at San Josef Bay, found that another
unknown volunteer had cleared the beach
and left debris well securedwithin the tree

line!Whoever you are, thanks to you as
well.

Joining forces on lift daywith the local
group Epic Exeo, we lifted a total of 5
tonnes fromGrant Bay to Lowrie Bay,
using the helicopter time to get crew into
Raft Cove and a pocket beach north of
Lowrie for a last-minute clean. Using two
different drop sites, wemanaged to sort the
debris at one and left the other to sort after
transport.

This workwould not have been possible
without the support of Boating BC and the
North IslandMarineMammal Stewardship
Association, both ofwhich provided grants;
and the CanadianWildlife Service, which
provided helicopter time as in-kind
support. And of course you, our steadfast
supporters, have funded themajority of
this work for the past seven years, enabling
us to plan and improvise; toworkwith
governments to improve plastics regulation
and create funding opportunities; and to
conduct public education and outreach.We
would not be able towork at turning off the
tap on plastic pollutionwithout your
support. Thank you!

Above image: volunteers Bruce, Brenda, Terry, and Eric
Left image: David Jensen on his paddleboard
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Ways to Donate
1. Donate directly to Living Oceans, if you do not
require a tax receipt.

By cheque: Please make cheque payable to Living
Oceans Society and mail to:

Living Oceans
Society Box 320 Sointula, BC V0N 3E0

2. Donate to the Canadian Coastal Research
Society if you would like a tax receipt (minimum
$25).

By cheque or credit card: please fill out this form.
Cheques must be payable to CANADIAN
COASTAL RESEARCH SOCIETY. Please note if
you would like to make a one time or monthly
donation. Monthly donors will receive annual tax
receipts.

3. Online: You can donate directly to Living Oceans
or to the Canadian Coastal Research Society using
your credit card or Paypal on our web site.

Canadian Coastal Research Society is a registered
Canadian charity, no. 82128 1433 RR0001.
Canadian Coastal Research Society and Living
Oceans collaborate on charitable projects. You will
be directed to the Canadian Coastal Research
Society web site if you want to make a charitable
donation.

www.livingoceans.org/donate

Thank you for supporting the work of Living Oceans Society.
A charitable tax receipt will be sent to you for donations of $25 or more.
Please return this form to:
Living Oceans Society, PO Box 320, Sointula, BC V0N 3E0
Questions? Call Kerri at 250-973-6580 or info@livingoceans.org

Thanks for your support!
� I’m enclosing a cheque for $ Payable to Canadian Coastal Research

Society

I’d like you to process my donation on my credit card. Please charge:

� $ each month OR � $ once

Start Date

Charge my:� Visa� Mastercard� Discover

Card Number Expiry Date

Cardholder Name CVV2

Signed

Address

Telephone

Email

Stop Funding Overfishing

Photo credit: Charles Lam

harmful subsidies to fishing, agreed as part
of theUN’s SustainableDevelopment
Goals. The Stop FundingOverfishing
campaign calls on groups all over theworld
to join its socialmedia campaign to ensure
that an agreement is inked at the next
meeting.

The 12thWTOMinisterial Conferencewill
be held fromNovember 30th toDecember
3rd inGeneva and the campaign intends to
showministers that theworld is watching.

nations and largely harming developing
nations, are estimated globally at $14-54
billion each year. They keep otherwise
unprofitable fleets fishing deeper and
deeper into a declining resource. That’s not
only a zero-sumgame; it’s threatening food
security for some 3.3 billion peoplewho
rely primarily on seafood for sustenance.

TheWTOhas had fishing subsidies on its
agenda for twenty years. It hasmissed the
2020 deadline for an agreement to end

TheWorld TradeOrganizationmay seem
an odd place to be discussing sustainable

fishing, but the fact is that when it comes to
international agreements to phase out
subsidies that distort competition, it is the
only organizationwith enforcement
powers. And so, the fate of theworld’s
ocean lies in their hands: if we don’t stop
overfishing soon, we could irreparably
harm the ocean’s ability to heal.

Subsidies, largely provided by developed

Visit StopFundingOverfishing.com to see a gallery of photos that forewarn what an exhausted ocean might mean

https://livingoceans.org/donate
https://stopfundingoverfishing.com/

